
WHY DON’T WE GO IN THEIR NIEGHBORHOOD? 

The now famous lines uttered by MIN RTW in the movie Style wars. Regarding 

coming into our neighborhood most understood the reasons why. Especially  if 

you were, of another race or color. But, in all fairness the same can be said if we 

were to go into Harlem both Spanish and Black. In any case it has never really 

been elaborated upon. I believe in speaking to Sacha Jenkins prior to getting this 

book deal this was a subject that he wanted to see if I was going to touch on so 

here we go. I didn’t do it in the book because the book was graffiti surface stuff so 

to speak. 

I couldn’t tell you how many times I’ve heard that were a white boy crew. MPC? 

They were a bunch of racists. People said it like any of us have a choice of what 

color we are born or how we were raised by not only family but, our 

environment. I was born white /Anglo and started the MPC crew, shit! If I was 

born black I might have started the TMT crew just saying. Yes we were a 

predominantly white crew but, not all were .As far as racist I’m not going to lie Ill 

speak for myself. I was raised in an environment that didn’t look favorably on 

different races .Those views looking back are based on stereotypes, And there the 

same stereotypes used towards Anglos. We all know what they are. If you want to 

discuss it at length email me. 

Fortunately with age comes wisdom. And that wisdom as a middle age man has 

allowed me to understand and respect most walks of life regardless of race or 

creed. Now don’t get me wrong .Every now and again ill catch myself saying those 

fucking niggers! The same way a black person will be sitting on the couch 

watching the news and a white serial killer is caught for mutilating 10 people. He 

says only crazy fucking whitey can do shit like that! 

That’s a joke people. 


